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How transformations and resistances take place in the
city through the arts, artists and cultural agents

Research main theme:



● What is the role of the arts, artists and cultural agents in the
transformation of contemporary cities by producing new urbanities?

● How do the cultural scenes shape urban spaces and transform the city?

● How does the present crisis and the associated austerity policies affect
the relationship between the arts and the city? Does adversity
engender new cultural scenes? And it led to the decline of others?

● Urban Living Labs - created in the action field of a cultural scene - are
an appropriate methodology to experience the co-production of new
urbanities through the artists and the arts?

Research questions:



Tasks to be developed…

● 1 – Theory and methods

● 2 – Atlas on artistic activities

● 3 – Urban labs

● 4 – Computing applications: exercise on ‘augmented reality’

● 5 – Crisis impact in cities and arts



Work done so far…

On dynamic and transformative spaces linked to culture and the arts in Lisbon:

• Exploratory fieldwork (Alvalade, Cais do Sodré, Almirante Reis and Cacilhas);

• Interviews with actors (Alvalade and Cais do Sodré);

• Presentations at the Geocritical Colloquium | Barcelona. May 2016:

- About Alvalade (IA, TBS, AM);

- About Revolutionary Lisbon through the literature of Aquilino Ribeiro (AM, IA, FM);

• Presentations at Urban Studies & Planning Conference | Athens. June 2016:

- On the impact of music in Cova da Moura (AE);

- About street art em Lisboa (LG);

• Book chapter on culture and the arts in the metropolis of Lisbon(Michelini ed. 2017):

- About Cais do Sodré and Quinta do Mocho (IA, EBH, AC).



On Urban Living Labs methodology:

• Article submitted to Canadian Journal of Regional Science (IA, AE e LG);

• Presentation at Socializing Living Labs workshop| Leuven. March 2016 (IA).

Impact of the crisis on urban cultural and artistic dynamics in Athens, Dublin, Lisbon 

and Madrid:

• Presentation at Urban Studies & Planning Conference | Athens. June 2016 (IA);

• Meetings and visits with the 3 foreign consultants – Pavlos Delladetsima,

Cian O’Callaghan and Símon Sanchez.

Work done so far…



Work done so far…

In Athens, 
Lisbon and

Madrid

Meeting with
the consultants



Layers of Contemporary City

Modern Urban Spaces

Neoliberal Urban Spaces

(planned, regulated, segregated)

(market-based, deregulated, 
fragmented)

Organic
Spaces

Another
City is

Possible!

- Another way of life

- Meeting places

- Presence of artistsOrganic
City

New 
Urbanities



New Urbanities

‘seeds of change’ |   alternative visions for cities   | urban alternative movements and initiatives

levers of urban social innovation   |   ‘another city is possible!’ (Borja, 2011; …)



Cultural Scenes

“particular constellation of amenities in a place – cafes, galleries, pubs, music venues, fashion houses,
dance clubs, antique shops, restaurants, fruit stands, convenience stores and the like (…) Depending
on its particular configuration of amenities, a vibrant scene can transform an urban area” (Silver, Clark
& Graziul, 2011: 229)

inclusive concept that involves everyone related to a cultural phenomenon (e.g., artists, audiences,
management, vendors, and critics); the ecological location of the phenomenon (e.g., districts, clubs,
recording studios, and rehearsal rooms); and the products of this interaction (e.g., advertisements,
concerts, recordings, and critical reviews) (Kotarba & LaLone, 2014: 54)

“informal assemblages, ‘fields’ or ‘art worlds’ in which performers/creators, facilities and
audiences/consumers come together in a shared investment in a particular activity, such as music
scenes, art scenes, poetry scenes, fashion scenes and so on” (O’Connor & Gu, 2016: 24)

“Scene designates particular clusters of social and cultural activity without specifying the nature of
the boundaries which circumscribe them. Scenes may be distinguished according to their location, he
genre of cultural production which gives them coherence or the loosely defined social activity around
which they take shape.” (Straw, 2004: 412)



Cultural Scenes

“mobilizes local energies and moves these energies in multiple directions – onwards, to later

reiterations of itself; outwards, to more formal sorts of social or entrepreneurial activity; upwards, to

the broader coalescing of cultural energies within which collective identities takes shape.” (Straw,

2004: 412)

Complex geography: local scenes, translocal scenes, virtual scenes (Kotarba & LaLone, 2014; Silver &

Clark, 2015)

Reflection, critical thinking & debate
Effervescence & turbulence

Energy & fervor

Combining different spaces – places and networks



Lisbon Case Studies



International Case Studies

• Omonia
• Gazi / Technopolis
• Pireaus Avenue

• Lavapiés
• Matadero
• Malasaña

• Temple bar
• Smithfield
• Monkstown

?

?

?



Guide to the arts and cultural scenes in crisis cities? 
Athens, Dublin, Lisbon, Madrid

● The impact of the crisis on cultural and artistic dynamics -
convergences and differences between the four cities;

● The cultural scenes in the 4 cities as seeds of urban transformation;

● Publication addressed to academics, policy-makers and interested
public.



Cultural Scenes portrayal framework

1. Historical path
(political, social and urban dynamics, neighbourly relations, 
associativism, conflicts and tensions, resilience, innovation, 
etc.)

2. Geographical framework (location, boundaries, spatialities, accessibility, mobility, etc.)

3. Creating space
(choice of space, precariousness, marginality, bohemia, 
othering – insiders/outsiders)

4. Producing the place
(new meanings, belonging, markers, events, decorations, 
styles, …)

4.1 Artistic and cultural production
(e.g. exhibitions, fairs, concerts, dance and theatre 
performances, design artefacts, paintings, books, digital 
contents, conferences and workshops, …)

4.2 Cultural assets
(e.g. art galleries, ateliers, artistic residences, graphic and print 
services, performance rooms, museums, libraries, public 
gardens, …)

4.3 Cultural agendas Events programs

4.4 Spatial markers and symbolic buildings
(e.g. old chimney, public and street art, historical squares, 
ancient monasteries, architectural heritage, brownfields, 
decadent buildings, …)



Cultural Scenes portrayal framework

5. Managing the scene and its boundaries
(private-parochial-public realms, power relations, mediation, 
rules, networking, openness)

5.1 Protagonists Agents and actors

5.1.1 Members Founder and manager artists and cultural agents

5.1.2 Participants/Networks
Other artists and cultural agents that collaborate regularly in 
scene events

5.1.3 Neighbours Residents and local entities 

5.1.4 Public/Visitors Spectators and ephemeral participants

5.2 External relations National and international partnerships and projects

5.3 Political and social commitments
Social innovation experiences, social inclusion initiatives, civic 
movements, political actions

6. Prospective
(ephemerality, threats/ decline, opportunities/ continuity > 
how?)



● Mix Methods – crossed path, wavy path, co-creation path

Methodology

a) Crossed path – extensive approach

b) Wavy path – comprehensive approach

c) Co-creation path

• Mapping & typifying the arts and cultural agentes;
• Dynamics imprinted by artistic schools;
• Spatial patterns of artists mobility (residence and work places);
• Arts and culture (statistical and documental data) in the city;

• Case studies | Cultural Scenes

• Urban Living Labs



Urban Living Labs

method of action research which is based on the discussion and implementation of an

innovation from the practicalities of daily life;

“a user-centric innovation milieu built on every-day practice and research, with an approach

that facilitates user influence in open and distributed innovation processes engaging all

relevant partners in real-life contexts, aiming to create sustainable values” (Bergvall-Kareborn

et al., 2009: 3)

importance of this research method in the context of socio-cultural innovation in urban areas

(Juujärvi and Pesso, 2013; Baccarne et al. 2015)



Urban Living Labs (diferent scales)

A
n

alysis
scales

City

Neighborhood

Cultural Scene

Urban Living Lab

Diversity of urban spaces
(places and non-places)



Urban Living Labs (guide to…)

Geographical exploration

Comprehensive approach Definition of possible innovation
to develop in Urban Living Lab

Identification and mobilization
of relevant actors Debate with actors on

possible innovation

Definition of objectives and strategies

Co-design of the experience

Experience
(development of innovation) Results

(Evaluation, comunication and debate)

1.

2.

3.

4.

8.

7.

6.

5.



Topics/concerns to continue working…

● Develop the notion of cultural scene and its distinction from other close concepts
such as cultural districts, cultural quarters, cultural movements, …

● What is the ‘glue’ that gives consistency to cultural scene?

● What are the values of the scene? Just symbolic and economic?

● Is just a speech built by those who are interested in promoting it (for tourism or real
estate purposes)?

● The scene may be within the limits of legality?

● …



To be continued…

Thank you!


